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Abstract: High-Quality-Factor Metasurfaces for Multi-omic Analysis of Clinical and 
Environmental Samples 
 
The emergence of COVID-19 has underscored the importance of rapid, frequent, and sensitive 
tracking of infectious diseases, in both clinical and environmental samples. Current methods for 
genetic and proteomic analysis are sensitive but relatively slow, siloed, and low throughput. 
Here, we present a metamaterial-based technology to simultaneously and rapidly measure 
multiple ‘omic’ signatures from complex samples. Our high-quality-factor (“high-Q”) dielectric 
metasurfaces produce a large amplification of the electromagnetic field intensity, increasing the 
response to minute refractive index changes from target binding; simultaneously, the light is 
beam-steered to particular detector pixels. By combining metasurface design with acoustic 
bioprinting of samples, we produce microarrays of densely packed sensing pixels, each 
functionalized with distinct molecular recognition elements. On the same metasurface, we 
demonstrate specific detection of gene fragments, their associated antibodies, and small 
molecule toxins across hundreds of individual resonators simultaneously. We describe application 
of this quantitative assay to clinical samples from Stanford’s Clinical Virology Lab (measuring 
coronavirus gene fragments and proteins) and environmental aquatic samples from Monterey 
Bay Aquarium Research Institute (measuring environmental DNA and phytotoxins).  

 


